Attract and Retain Students with Smart Learning Tools

Create demand for your counseling program with the technology that today's students use in their daily lives. Put EMS' SIMULATIONiQ™ Counseling software at students' fingertips: your program will stand out and gain competitive edge to boost enrollment.

SIMULATIONiQ Counseling, a leading audio-video recording and web-based learning management system, can be used in your clinical training, supervision, clinic, research, and pedagogy.

Its video recording capability allows students to easily evaluate what occurred during a client session. They can also bookmark segments of the recording for review and discussion with their supervisor. And during supervision, the student, faculty, or supervisor can access client files, including treatment plans and progress notes, with just one click.

Students have the flexibility to record field interviews with VideoCAPTURETM Counseling. It lets users record, playback, and bookmark, or annotate videos on any mobile device. VideoCAPTURE Counseling also allows for automatic upload to the SIMULATIONiQ Counseling platform.

WHY SIMULATIONiQ COUNSELING?

- Field interview recording with VideoCAPTURE Counseling app
- Management of client files
- In-line editing of progress notes
- ACA-style checklist creation
- Generates a variety of statistical reports
- Access from anywhere and on any mobile device
- Adherence to HIPAA laws and regulations
- Ability to tie events and video sessions to CACREP standards
# EMS Data Sheet

**Smarter Simulation. Better Outcomes.™**

EMS’ mission is to advance the quality and efficiency of clinical care through smarter simulation, leading to better outcomes. EMS helps to build mastery around: clinical skills, collaboration, communication, and competency for improved patient safety and quality of care.

## Scheduling
- Track student schedules and client appointments for both single and recurring meetings
- Provide automatic reminders of to-do lists
- Automatically generate a progress note for new client appointments

## Clients
- Store all client files in a single, central location
- Complete notes and share with faculty for feedback
- Choose from notes uniquely designed for counseling, psychology, and therapy
- Robust, yet quick and simple to use

## Courses
- Map student, faculty, and site administration to course
- Organize course information and people – students, faculty, and site supervisors
- Provide a central location for course specific information – syllabus and other course files

## Video
- Record and assess client and role play counseling sessions in a safe and secure environment
- View live and recorded sessions
- Flexible and secure upload options

## Forms
- Access system-defined forms and upload user-defined form templates in a variety of formats
- Securely store students’ completed forms
- Organize forms to course or client records

## Reports
- Run reports to analyze the wealth of data in your system
- Easily filter data for the information you want to see
- Download reports to PDF or Excel

## Checklist & Standards
- Access ACA-style checklists
- Create your own institutional course-based checklists
- Map checklist and graded feedback to 2016 CACREP or other institution standards
- Track standard performance in reports

## Audio
- Along with video, record counseling conversations to review and provide feedback
- Assess and teach verbal cues within recorded counseling sessions
- Review live and recorded sessions
- Flexible and secure upload options